Faculty Senate to discuss new ND calendar

by Norman Bower
Staff Reporter

Faculty reaction to the new academic calendar's August start has tended to be negative, according to an Observer survey. Several faculty members commented yesterday that the students probably suffered more from the early start of school than did the teachers.

The consistent view among teachers was that since the calendar was in effect, plans for vacations had been made accordingly, and no major alterations in such summer activities had occurred. However Dr. Reginald Bain, chairman of the Speech and Drama Department, mentioned that since the South Bend schools were not starting until September 3, some problems were caused for himself and other teachers with families.

Bain reacted quite strongly to the issue of pre-Labor Day school. "I hate it; I never voted for it and I want to do away with it," he said.

Bain also stated that he had worked all summer and the break between the summer session and the fall term was not long enough. Studying the schedule was deemed necessary by all the professors questioned. As stated by Chemistry Chairman Jeremiah Freeman, "No schedule is sacred, whether it starts in mid-August or mid-September."

Architecture Dean Ambrone Richardson is taking a "wait and see" attitude wishing to experience the total year before evaluating the University's scheduling.

John R. Malone, associate Dean of the Business School, proposed a post-Labor Day start and a reshaping of the October break which, he said, "would go on forever until September." Malone also stated that he would not work over the Labor Day holiday any longer without compensation.

"We really made no campaign promises last year," said McLaughlin, "because we knew some things inevitably will have to be changed completely when we got back. Our plans were already established, some things have radically changed," he added, referring to the new alcohol directive from Dean of Students John Macheca, which effectively bars all underage drinking on campus.

"He did, however, try to respond to the fears and concerns to off-campus students who at the time had several basic problems for which we offered possible solutions," McLaughlin said. One of these "fears" concerned buying food. McLaughlin's ideal last year was to create some kind of cooperative wholesale unit to buy and distribute non-perishable groceries. Until this could be done he promised to price groceries in the area and publish the results, which he has done.

McLaughlin had hoped to have the final details on the food co-op ready by the end of this week, but legal snags have forced a delay.

"Our problem now is licensing," he said. "At this point we want to establish the co-op in Stepan Center and later in summer our plans for that looked pretty good," McLaughlin explained. "But we discovered we would need a license for selling," he continued.

McLaughlin had also considered obtaining food for the co-op directly to neighborhood distributors, but he was forced to abandon this idea because of "pruning over food inspection." Nevertheless, the SBP expects final developments to come "fairly soon."

Once the system is established, McLaughlin hopes that perishables, such as produce and meat and dairy products will be included.

"We have to do this right, though," McLaughlin cautioned. "Once we start letting this food go at prices lower than those of local retailers, those retailers are going to make sure we're not doing it any old way."

Student Government, according to McLaughlin, has met other off-campus problems as well. He has found that some of these difficulties seemed to disappear when the fall term began.

There is, for example, the problem of transportation, which inspired the abortive shuttle bus system early last year, and which prompted McLaughlin to arrange carpools for off-campus residents.

Actual pledges of participation during registration were somewhat less than convincing, reported McLaughlin. Off-campus students were asked to stop by a table set up for that purpose in the ACC. Of approximately 1500 off-campus students at Notre Dame, 700 came to the desk, nine offered to give rides and 20 wanted to take them.

"It seems to be one great myth that no one has a way to get to campus," said McLaughlin, who concludes that transportation difficulties which appeared insurmountable in April were apparently settled by September.

McLaughlin had also promised an information packet and a brochure for off-campus students. The booklet, which explains how to find good off-campus housing will be distributed in March.

Part of McLaughlin's optimism about the off-campus situation is due to his confidence in Off-Campus Housing Director Father Thomas Tallarida.

"A super guy," commented McLaughlin. "He's been talking to landlords when students have complaints, fighting for our students. Now if students will deal with the landlords, the contracts, his job will come much smoother."

Much of McLaughlin's present attitude has been focused on the problem of drinking on campus, spawned by the two Indiana Appellate Court decisions which prompted Macheca's directive to halt all underage drinking.

McLaughlin's plan centers on voter registration drive and a shuttle bus system which would take students to Michigan.

The practical aim of the voter registration is to help insure the election or re-election of legislators whose positions are consistent with those of the student majority, especially, but not exclusively, in lowering Indiana's legal drinking age.

The voter registration deadline is September 21. "Registration day" at the student government offices will take place some time before then.

Local officials have told McLaughlin that some kind of basic modification of the drinking age laws will have a "reasonable chance" of passage. Changes may mean lowering the age to 19 or allowing only certain alcoholic beverages below a certain age.

Until passage of a new law, McLaughlin intends to operate a shuttle bus system which will allow students to go to Michigan without having to hitchhike or drive themselves and endanger their own safety.

It will be a two- or three-bus system, predicted McLaughlin, all of which would be student government for regular Friday and Saturday evening service. A possible route might take students from Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College to go diverse establishments as Riverbend Plaza, Southdale Mall, Town and Country Mall, Edd's, McDonald's, and finally, various night spots in Michigan.

The shuttle project, along with plans to buy a van for use at Mardi Gras, An Totstal and other functions, will cut back on existing programs which are a part of the student government budget. McLaughlin feels the activity that will suffer the most will be the September Food Festival. "The Festival costs $15,000, and we don't have the money," he said.

The final budget, which annually assumes an $80,000 income, will be released before the end of the month.

McLaughlin heads a student government group which includes Frank Flanagan as Vice President, Mike Scoville as Secretary, Tim Yoe as Bookkeeper, Chris Knecht as Recepti

... See page 7...
The renovation of the Huddle has been delayed because the LaFortune Renovation Committee has not finalized rebuilding plans. Director of Student Activities Fr. David Schlaver stated yesterday. However, Schlaver noted that the two stages of the LaFortune renovation are under way.

The stages, as proposed earlier this spring by the LaFortune Renovation Committee, were remodeling the Huddle; refurbishing the Nathaniel C. LaFortune Lobby, and the relocation and rebuilding of Student Government offices and student publications. Also included in the plans were the construction of a photo processing room, which would be located in the old government cabinet offices, and the building of a new stairwell at the rear of the building.

The order of completion of the three stages has been reversed. Schlaver noted. The relocation of the government and publication offices was completed during the summer. The reason that the relocation stage was completed first is quite simple, Schlaver said. "We started the offices during the summer because it is only the time of the year when they are not oc­cupied," he stated.

Schlaver added that the work being done on the lobby will be started anytime during this year "because no major construction is being done, just refurbishing."

Although the plans have not yet been finalized, Fr. Schlaver ex­pects the dark room to be com­pleted and ready for use sometime this year.

Fr. Schlaver added that work on the stairwell is presently at a standstill. The stairs are pre­welded metal units that have to be shipped to campus and they have not yet arrived. Further con­struction will be resumed as soon as the stairs arrive.

The rebuilding of the Huddle was originally the first priority of the LaFortune renovation. However, no work has yet been started. Fr. Schlaver noted that the reason for this holdup was not a financial one. The reason why construction on the Huddle has been held up is because we are not sure what we want the Huddle to become," he said.

Schlaver emphasized that there have been no crises or delays because of the Renovation Com­mittee plant changing their plans. "It is just that plans have not yet been made on what the Huddle should be," he explained.

"The Huddle is just going to be rebuilt. Everything associated with it is going to be re­vamped," stated the overseer of the renovation project. "We have to decide what we want the Huddle to be and plan it, the changes will be made slowly but surely.

Fr. Schlaver thinks that the Huddle renovation will probably be started sometime this fall. Closing the Huddle during the summer would affect a smaller number of students, so work probably will start next summer," he said.

Plans for renovating the Rathskellar have also been delayed. Schlaver mentioned that the Rathskellar was supposed to be turned into a pub, but with the present state statutes on alcoholic consumption, this plan becomes unfeasible. Schlaver explained that, if the Rathskellar is to be renovated, "it will be going to be turned into something that all the students can use.

Fr. Schlaver stated his opinion that most social activities on this campus are based on the use of an alcoholic beverage. Therefore, any setup in the Rathskellar that did not provide for alcoholic consumption would not receive total student support," he advised. It is not so much a building or the condition it is in that keeps people away," noted Fr. Schlaver. "We need more initiative from members of the Notre Dame community to plan activities. The Rathskellar could serve some function on this campus, but it is the attitude of the students that will help decide its future."

**LaFortune plans discussed**

Cut-back in federal funds to delay tutoring program

Due to a cut-back in federal funds granted to the South Bend elementary schools system in the Education Act of 1968, the Neighborhood Study Help Program will begin after mid-September instead of early in the month, according to its program coordinator, Tom Wild.

Under Title I the federal government had financed tutoring programs to and from various South Bend elementary schools, where approximately 400 Notre Dame and St. Mary's students tutored.

As a result of financial cut-back this year, the program must find other means of aid. Although the program has some funds in reserve, the amount is not enough to run the service as extensively as it was last year.

Wild stressed that the tutoring program is still in existence, but it will be delayed. He commented that the first semester budget will not be as large as previous years, unless a new means of financing the program is determined.

In the past, the program received financial support from Mardi Gras activities and Mass collections. Wild is investigating other possibilities for raising funds, one of which is a proposed raffle.

Recruiting for tutors began during Activities Night and will continue into next week.

Wild emphasized the necessity of the program. "The coordinators and captains believe the program is worthwhile and that it provides a community service," he said. "We hope the people of South Bend feel the way we do about our program and will help us," Wild said.
Lugar blasts Bayh voting record

by Marlene Zhao
Managing Editor

Republican Richard G. Lugar, Indiana candidate for the U.S. Senate, brought to the Notre Dame Law School Friday afternoon and continued his attack on his Democratic opponent, Birch Bayh's economic voting record.

Lugar, the current Indianapolis mayor, began his visit with a brief prepared speech that included an opening statement blasting Bayh for "distorting" the statistics on Bayh's own voting record.

Both candidates and their supporters had been exchanging criticisms and countercharges as a buildup to the wide debate Sunday, September 1.

Lugar, who has been devoting a major part of his campaign and publicity to attacking the Democratic incumbent, used statistics compiled by his own staff to charge Bayh with "voting for more expenditures than did Cindys as a whole in 1974.

He stressed that Bayh "continues to promote expenditures" even during this inflationary period.

The Republican candidate also referred to a survey compiled by the Libertarian Task Force, a conservative-minded group that ranked Bayh as 66 out of 87 Senators on a list of spending votes. The Democratic Senator had earlier defended his record on the basis of his position on the list, but Lugar pointed out that 66 out of 87 actually means Bayh is 23rd from the top in spending votes. (No. 87 was the most liberal on spending issues.

When questioned concerning another aspect of the Task force study that listed Bayh between Sen. John J. Sparkman, D-Ala., and Sen Howard Baker, R-Tenn., Lugar characterized these two conservatives as "not necessarily economically conservatives.

Lugar also accused Bayh of "voting to spend more each and every year" he has been in Congress and expecting to get away with it because "he never thought we'd get to the record;" he turned to other matters, Lugar answered a variety of student questions dealing with amnesty, pending legislation, and gun control.

Lugar evaded taking a direct stance for or against amnesty as he noted, "commenced President Ford for "starting an interesting dialogue." Lugar pointed out that "conditional" is the key word in considering amnesty and suggested public hearings on the subject, since any program "must be acceptable not only to those outside but to those inside.

Concerning amnesty for former President Nixon, the Bayh speculated that he was not for amnesty for anyone and that he considered it "not a proper constitutional legal course.

However, Lugar added that Nixon "has already probably paid the highest penalty possible.

When asked his opinion on the Equal Rights Amendment, Lugar stated that he is completely in favor of it and has encouraged its ratification in Indiana.

In answering a question about his opinion on abortion, the Republican candidate replied that the Supreme Court "was far too liberal in its ruling." He added that he favored a more limited law allowing abortions in cases of rape and incest, to save the life of a mother or where there is "a predictable malformation of the fetus." Lugar blasted Bayh's economic voting record.

Questioned further, Lugar added that he saw no conflict with his abortion opinion and his support for the ERA.

About federal gun-control legislation, Lugar remarked that a strict prohibition of private ownership "would lead to insecurity" among the citizens and added that the United States should try to "reform the criminal justice system and lower the crime rate" rather than stifle gun-control laws.

Back in the economy and inflation problems, Lugar suggested a 1 billion dollar cut in the federal budget, half to come from the defense budget and the other half from social and public works programs. He did not include any

On south quad

Liturgy program planned

by Bill Gossenback
Staff Reporter

Campus Ministry, in conjunction with eight halls on south quad, has organized a new liturgy program. The program will be held once a week in the participating halls, with each of the halls selected as host for one week during the eight-week period.

The Rev. Michael T. Taggart of Campus Ministry stated that "the liturgy program does not necessarily have to be a Eucharistic Service." He commented that the halls will only make the type of services offered in their halls for the specified week. The halls will determine which participants could develop such programs as penance services, Bible study, prayer services, creative discussions of scripture, or any other type of religious services that they feel are meaningful.

However, he stressed that these services are not substitutes for the weekly Sunday Mass requirement.

"We have not begun to consider new programs for Sunday Mass," he continued.

The program was initiated by a number of people from South Quad who wanted a change from the regular liturgical ceremonies.

McTaggart believes that limiting the geographical location to the South Quad will keep the group small enough to maintain a personal and meaningful encounter. "Once the group gets too large, we will have to form two groups," he commented.

Bro. McTaggart reported that there were no reasons for the new program. First, he explained that Campus Ministry hopes to bring students, tutors, and hall staffs together in a combined religious service that would hopefully initiate communication and friendship between people of the different halls.

Secondly, he explained Campus Ministry hopes to bring students, tutors, and hall staffs together in a combined religious service that would hopefully initiate communication and friendship between people of the different halls.

Thirdly, he reported that campus Ministry wants to offer an opportunity that developing creative, meaningful, religious services that develop a unity between the students and staffs of the participating halls.

The first services will be held Sept. 4, in Walsh Hall presented by Robert Griffin, and a number of future services is as follows:

Sept. 11 - Alumni
Sept. 18 - Dillion
Sept. 25 - Badin
Oct. 2 - Howard
Oct. 9 - Fischer
Oct. 16 - Dougherty
Oct. 23 - Lyons

Any other hall on South Quad wishing to participate should contact Campus Ministry - 130 Library (636).

Two states plan races

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Tomorrow is election day in many parts of the country. Some important races will be fought in the national spotlight.

In North Dakota go to the polls to choose between former Governor William Guy, a veteran of the state's office, and his old opponent Robert McCarney, who won the previous election.

In Nebraska, former governor Paul Lasall has returned to the political arena after four years away in the odd-man choice to win the Republican Senate nomination in the state's primary election.

The seat is being vacated by retiring democratic Senator Alan Bibe.
Dear Editor,
Miss McCurry's column in last week's Observer bugged me, because it revisted upon me the sense of anxiety I had experienced when I learned of the suicide. Yet no matter how many times I read it, I have difficulty reconciling this sense of anxiety and the sundering of a friendship. I have been troubled by the cultural phenomenon of the young as friends among both men and women.

I personally had many female friends at school and count myself lucky for it.

Dr. Joyce Brothers, in her column of August 26, reported the findings of a survey on the effects of a co-ed dorm on student lives and values. Of the results, the results were not at all surprising, although they could serve to shock some parents into reevaluating their administration. The two most significant aspects were:

1) That the boarders in a co-ed dorm who perceive the members of the opposite sex as living in that dorm as people first (instead of prospective lovers). Indeed, the vast majority of boyfriends and girlfriends in the co-ed dorm inhabitants came from outside that dorm.

2) The incidence of sex among the students did not differ significantly from that of non-coed dorm students. In fact, the incidence of casual sex was lower.

I would not doubt that surveys taken some years from now would establish that those students which have lived in a co-ed dorm during their school career would have a significantly lower rate of divorce. We may live to see what the future will bring.

The women we will meet in our chosen professions will have to be regarded as equals and without romantic overtones. Yes, the world outside the ivy halls is co-ed and it might be wise to learn to cope with a co-ed environment before we leave this hallowed ground.

Valuable friendships in the past have not allowed students to learn this lesson.

The administration segregates the two populations and puts pulboxd doors and visitation between hours, making all but impossible the casualization of women by men. Development of the ability to relate to members of the opposite sex in more than one manner is stunted. (Note: I have always wondered how the ad

I would therefore hope that there would be, on the administration's timetable, a plan for turning Notre Dame into a truly co-ed institution and removing the barriers between the sexes. Are locks on the women's dorms really needed during the day (or night for that matter)? Is there really any reason that men can visit other men at any hour while the women are strictly off limits during the AM hours? Is the mere reality any reason not to have co-ed dorms (other than alumni disapproval)?

I, for one, am waiting for some answers.

Gail Fisher

The Observer

It seems Dean Thompson finds it troublesome when he can find no targets for his cannon balls. His solution seems off-target also. As a student (and potential victim) I must agree with Dean Thompson that no one would be able to protest in this case. The administration and the courts are too intertwined in their protection of the administration to act in any way that might be considered as opposing its wishes. The administration might care that the campus is being run on a co-ed basis, but they are not the ones who are being affected. Perhaps the administration is more worried about the idea of anothergoogler taking over their administration.

Despite the university directive, I insist in the interest of my own personal safety that the administration not protest in any way against the co-ed dorms, or any other non-conventionally true dorms.

Tom Nee '79

CO-ED CAPERS

Well, it's back to school time and it appears that the only change to come over our Notre Dame is that new life itself. All has lane certain I when I first entered the windows and locks on the doors. But I'm sure that I haven't noticed; du Lac is in the process of becoming a co-ed instituition, and, I believe that we've all had quite a long road to travel.

DOONESBURY

"Gone, gone, nothing's gonna bring him back....."

Nixon is out, Ford is in, and Barry Goldwater no longer threatens to sue the Washington Post for Watergate revelations. As a welcome return to the clarities of a less threatening time, we are spared the boredom of an endless public debate over the nature of the nation's anguish. Nixon scandals no longer grip the nation's throat and divisive Presidential confrontations have been replaced by a bland, disinterested, and smoothly administered apparatus.

The dangerous polarization personified by Ron Ziegler and Congressman Ford is no longer sharp enough to have a batter's box and the latter's conversion. Nixon only reluctantly glance back over his shoulder at the wrench

Yet the Observer editorial of August 28 suggested that the resolution of the Watergate debacle has been "Too Easy." The editorialists contend that Richard Nixon must pay for his crimes, with the presumption that we must "give him the treatment he has given us." The August resignation letter which dissipated the Watergate storm cloud was not enough in view. With reference to "due process," the Observer editors rendered their verdict, and await its execution.

While it is simplistic to suggest that Nixon be exonerated just so that we can forget about the Watergate unpleasantries, the issue of Nixon's prosecution involves more than the question of the man's ability to relate to members of the opposite sex, and it might be wise to learn to cope with a co-ed environment before we leave this hallowed ground.

Former President Richard Nixon did not leave the Presidency of his own free will. With impeachment a "foregone conclusion" and a resolution of "Congressional consent," Nixon resigned, a publicly powerless man. The political process designed to rid the President of a victorious "D.C. political party" accomplished its goal, and Nixon resigned because he had no choice. The judiciary Committee's call for impeachment straitjacketed Nixon, and he could not wriggle free.

Thus the Congressional verdict which charged Nixon with high crimes and misdemeanors carried with it a de facto punishment. Nixon is now "imprisoned," in his California home, or if he so chooses, for the rest of his life. Nixon may not deserve more punishment than he is now receiving, but he may very well deserve something more than is now being proposed.

Yet the Observer editorial of August 28 suggested that the issue of Nixon's prosecution involves more than the question of the man's ability to relate to members of the opposite sex, and it might be wise to learn to cope with a co-ed environment before we leave this hallowed ground.

The question of amnesty embraces a similar concern. In a very real sense, draft evaders have been enriched by a forced absence from home. although technically they have neither been prosecuted nor convicted. Nixon the nation con

"You could shoot a cannon down the hall and...

Editor, The Observer

It seems Dean Thompson finds it troublesome when he can find no targets for his cannon balls. His solution seems off-target also. As a student (and potential victim) I insist in the interest of my own personal safety that the administration not protest in any way against the co-ed dorms, or any other non-conventionally true dorms. The administration might care that the campus is being run on a co-ed basis, but they are not the ones who are being affected. Perhaps the administration is more worried about the idea of another googler taking over their administration.

Despite the university directive, I insist in the interest of my own personal safety that the administration not protest in any way against the co-ed dorms, or any other non-conventionally true dorms. The administration might care that the campus is being run on a co-ed basis, but they are not the ones who are being affected. Perhaps the administration is more worried about the idea of another googler taking over their administration.

I contend it is the sameintraneousness that the VPF manifested when it refused to consider amnesty that marks those who see justice served only when Nixon's "easy" resignation is de watts. Perhaps the only conventional punishment, such as a jail term, indicates retribution for words committed.

The question of amnesty embraces a similar concern. In a very real sense, draft evaders have been enriched by a forced absence from home. although technically they have neither been prosecuted nor convicted. Nixon the nation con

"You could shoot a cannon down the hall and...

By Garry Trudeau
Splendid cuisine, the S.S. France bravely proceeded. Indeed, through its parties, in Europe with a one week funeral. Lines shall sail eternal seas. Beneath these per cent. Bon Voyage parties have been eliminated. Many of the locks separating the ship, anyway.

Allways carefully measured and carefully gracious life, taken with strides that are jet. Whelms leisure, the great passenger ships have almost completely surrendered to the eight deck, 1,000 foot long monster began, Channel 28."

Many of us were ready to quit after a 45-minute Enterprise still roams the universe with the debut of its "Bicentennial Minutes" ever increasing amounts of broadcast time definitely, as America's Bicentennial draws between now and July 4, 1976. CBS started making more interesting because French was the predominant language.

The ship's economy move of pulling in and out of port, is to be experienced and enjoyed as a chance to talk about the day, the next day, or anything that comes to mind. It creates an opportunity to reflect on or gossip about the meal. The small amount of red wine throughout the meal. With this variety of food, it becomes very easy to order it, especially when it is all included in the ticket price. So a slow lunch or dinner, of between one and three hours, is necessary to get it all down, and being on a boat, it keeps all down. Also, French traditions prohibit starting a new course before all have finished the current one, further preserving an unhurried eating pace.

Though the waiters occasionally miss orders, these men are the products of years of training, and provide service par excellence. They have mastered their trade well enough to pull an occasional prank on us, or sing the song on the menu's back cover. (Incidentally, whatever your mother told you about French men is probably an understatement.)

For the Innsbruck group, lunch and dinner are the main events of the day. Most of us were late sleepers, waking at the crack of noon. After lunch, it is hard to summon the energy for anything but a nap. After sleeping and before dinner, little time exists for anything but dressing for dinner or lying in bed.

This does not mean that the ship provides no entertainment: as many as thirty people are often music, to watch the sunrise Calashenches, bridge games, French lessons and deck games were scheduled every day, and the crew was trained to participate. When the weather is good, many take a deck chair, get wraped in a blanket or book, and enjoy the tea and cookies served at 4:00 P.M. Movies are shown everyday but are French speaking with no subtitles.

Life, depending on when you may ask, may or may not be described as death. Entertainment is aimed for a median age of 40, which was the age in the race of most people taking it in. The Lounge, St. Tropaz plays champagne music, not including the yacht-inspiring final night party, so the St. Tropaz. The Rive Gauche Nightclub has gone before Saturday nights at six on the 1600 foot wide, 600 foot deep Snake River has the cyclist's planned feat of daring. The wave profile of a soon-to-be-extremely-famous gang boss intent on pilfering a chemical plant.

An hour proceeding, you can catch a preview of their Saturday morning "Socko Saturday on CBS," ABC's present preview of their Saturday morning football is "'Villain" a 1971 film starring Richard Burton. Photographed in and around London, the movie casts Burton as a professor. Though the weather is "A Night at the Opera," are worth a little less than the comfortable, 660 seat theatre on time. After the organized activities, we usually hold a couple of small gatherings in our comfortable, 660 seat theatre on time. After the organized activities, we usually hold a couple of small gatherings in our comfortable, 660 seat theatre on time.

When the fast is cut away, ocean voyages are not designed to be strenuous affairs; TV doctors do not prescribe sea air to get into shape, but to forget the world that surrounds the ocean, to let others do the work, to relax enough to compensate for the days of overwork and strain.

After abandoning this commotion, the slow charm of cruise life reveals itself with the shore view of 2,000 who made it to the France, who still reage in la vita dolce, must be turned to the beautiful, 660 seat theatre on time. The rest of us, trapped by a fast maturing world that will not be delayed, are forced to pay no attention to the passing of a great tradition of younger days.

Tonight at 7:30 the IM Company sponsors the first of seven special programs entitled "From Sea to Shining Sea." Robert Copit, of "Spy" and "Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice" reknown, headlines the cast as John Frawers, as American "Everyman" who is on the scene during several crucial moments of Revolutionary history. In tonight's episode, "Give Me Liberty" on Channel 28, Freeborn is caught up in the drive for independence from British rule. James Brulin takes down his "Dr. Kiley" shingle tonight and spends several hours accidentally locked inside a department store. His only companions? Vicious dog guards trained to kill. Leave your cat on 28 at 7:30 to see Brolin fight for his very survival while "Trapped."" But, if you watch the television fare to catch a profile of a soon-to-be-extremely-famous gang boss intent on pilfering a chemical plant's payroll. The thriller begins at eight on Channel 22.

As an alternative to NFL Thursday night football is "'Villain" a 1971 film starring Richard Burton. Photographed in and around London, the movie casts Burton as a professor. Though the weather is "A Night at the Opera," are worth a little less than the comfortable, 660 seat theatre on time. The rest of us, trapped by a fast maturing world that will not be delayed, are forced to pay no attention to the passing of a great tradition of younger days.

Tonight at 7:30 the IM Company sponsors the first of seven special programs entitled "From Sea to Shining Sea." Robert Copit, of "Spy" and "Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice" reknown, headlines the cast as John Frawers, as American "Everyman" who is on the scene during several crucial moments of Revolutionary history. In tonight's episode, "Give Me Liberty" on Channel 28, Freeborn is caught up in the drive for independence from British rule. James Brulin takes down his "Dr. Kiley" shingle tonight and spends several hours accidentally locked inside a department store. His only companions? Vicious dog guards trained to kill. Leave your cat on 28 at 7:30 to see Brolin fight for his very survival while "Trapped."" But, if you watch the television fare to catch a profile of a soon-to-be-extremely-famous gang boss intent on pilfering a chemical plant's payroll. The thriller begins at eight on Channel 22.

As an alternative to NFL Thursday night football is "'Villain" a 1971 film starring Richard Burton. Photographed in and around London, the movie casts Burton as a professor. Though the weather is "A Night at the Opera," are worth a little less than the comfortable, 660 seat theatre on time. The rest of us, trapped by a fast maturing world that will not be delayed, are forced to pay no attention to the passing of a great tradition of younger days.

Tonight at 7:30 the IM Company sponsors the first of seven special programs entitled "From Sea to Shining Sea." Robert Copit, of "Spy" and "Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice" reknown, headlines the cast as John Frawers, as American "Everyman" who is on the scene during several crucial moments of Revolutionary history. In tonight's episode, "Give Me Liberty" on Channel 28, Freeborn is caught up in the drive for independence from British rule. James Brulin takes down his "Dr. Kiley" shingle tonight and spends several hours accidentally locked inside a department store. His only companions? Vicious dog guards trained to kill. Leave your cat on 28 at 7:30 to see Brolin fight for his very survival while "Trapped."" But, if you watch the television fare to catch a profile of a soon-to-be-extremely-famous gang boss intent on pilfering a chemical plant's payroll. The thriller begins at eight on Channel 22.

As an alternative to NFL Thursday night football is "'Villain" a 1971 film starring Richard Burton. Photographed in and around London, the movie casts Burton as a professor. Though the weather is "A Night at the Opera," are worth a little less than the comfortable, 660 seat theatre on time. The rest of us, trapped by a fast maturing world that will not be delayed, are forced to pay no attention to the passing of a great tradition of younger days.
**Campus Briefs...**

**South quad carney today**

by Ken Boston

**The Observer**

"Carney '74," the final activity of the campus orientation program, will take place today on the South Quad, weather permitting.

Highlighting the festivities will be addresses by University President Theodore M. Hesburgh, and Student Body President Pat McGaughlin.

WSUI, the student-operated radio station, will hold the finals of their week-long "Name That Tune" contest and broadcast live from the South Quad throughout the evening. Contest winners will be awarded gift certificates from Gilbert's, a local clothing store.

A rock band and a variety of booths and games are also scheduled.

All members of the ND-SMC overtime are invited to participate in "Carney." Off-campus students, faculty, staff members, and their families may purchase meal tickets to the picnic for one dollar.

In case of rain, the entire schedule of activities will be cancelled.

**New mail service**

by Chris Bock

Staff Reporter

Beginning today, on-campus mail will be delivered to every Notre Dame building except Carroll and St. Joseph's halls. On-campus mail boxes can be found in front of the North and South dining halls, LaFortune Student Center and the Knights of Columbus Building. Mail will be picked up at 12:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and delivered no later than the next day. There is no postage charge for this service.

Problems or questions can be directed to the on-campus mailman, Danki Dank at 3120.

This service is not available to St. Mary's students.

**Yearbook staff changes**

by Fred Herbst

Staff Reporter

Yearbook editor Susan Darin yesterday announced the appointment of the editorial staff for the 1974-75 Dome.

The new staff consists of Tom Paulius, production manager; Steve Simpson, business manager; Dana Nahles, student life editor; Bob Quakenbush, sports editor; Lisa Moore, Organization editor; Chris Burger, senior editor; Senez Bidzinski and Chris Smith, photo managers.

When asked of the staff's future plans, Darin stressed that plans had been made but that she was not at liberty to elaborate on them. Her only comment on the sixty-sixth edition of the Dome was that she felt "confident that it'll be a good book."

**Student union claims**

by Chris Bock

Staff Reporter

The Student Union will be accepting claims on articles damaged or lost in summer storage today through Friday. Students owning contracts with the Student Union should file a claim describing their loss and return it to the receptionist in the Student Union office.

Services Commissioner, Rick Golden, explained that the Student Union is only responsible for insured, fragile items and furniture picked up by noon, Aug. 31, as stated in the contract.

Golden added that director Ray Casey will handle the claims and notify the students concerned by Wednesday, sept. 11.

"We're trying to be fair and equitable to everyone with these claims," Golden said. "If the Student Union loses money on this, it will just come out of other activities on campus. This was a non-profit venture on the part of the Student Union and we have a good chance of breaking even."

**Pears strikes again**

by Tom Russo

Staff Reporter

Campus Security Director Arthur Pears announced yesterday that beginning Thursday morning citations will be issued to all vehicles parked at Notre Dame without registration decals.

The citation involves a $50.00 fine which is applicable to the student's university account if not paid to Security or appealed. A five day period is allowed during which the citation may be appealed.

Pears mentioned that his office has been registering cars prior to last Tuesday (registration day) and that vehicles may presently be registered at the Security Office between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Driver's license, proof of ownership and proof of insurance are required.

**SMC meals continue**

by Susan Divita

Staff Reporter

The dinner meal student exchange program between Notre Dame and St. Mary's will continue this year, according to Brother Kienran Ryan, Asst. Vice President of Business Affairs at Notre Dame. Some difficulties the program experienced have been resolved, but a meeting will be held to work out exact details and to select the students who will be directing the program.

Edmond to Price, director of the South Dining Hall, said the lunch co-exchange program is already operating for those students who have two of the three lunchtime classes at the opposite campus. Students need to show their schedule to be admitted.

Ruan said an announcement will be made as soon as the details are worked out concerning the co-exchange tickets.

**DEBATE TEAM**

**MEETING FOR ALL INTERESTED**

**9:00 P.M.**

**WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 4**

**Room 1-C La FORTUNE**

**rock 'n roll lives as student union presents**

**SHANA NA NA**

special guest: Fresh Flavor

Saturday, Sept. 28, 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $5.50, $4.50, $3.00

**ON SALE:**

Wednesday, Sept. 4, from 9 to 5.

**ACC Ticket Office, (gate 10)**

and from 1:30 to 5:00

**Student Union Ticket Office**

(LaFortune Student Center).

**HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT EXPANDING YOUR FUTURE?**

Success in a life choice today demands more than ever the right preparation. Education, of course, is essential. But even though you complete the requirements for a degree, potential employers are searching for individuals who can rapidly advance into the managerial fields. Employers are looking for LEADERS. Some difficulty facing the country today is the need for more leaders in business and the professions. Army ROTC is one of the ways you can gain this experience.

Army ROTC offers that "something more" to the college man or woman looking to expand his or her future.

The total time requirements of ROTC account for little in your academic workload, and no commitment is incurred until your Junior year. While you're looking at our program and deciding if we can offer you something, we will be looking at you. If we're both satisfied we can offer each other something, upon graduation you will receive a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army Reserve. In return, you'll be required to serve on active duty for two years. The training, experience, and ability to manage people will give you that "something more" employers seek.

Try us—call 283-6304 or 6316, or visit the Army ROTC office in Building No. 5. You'll get the facts.

**Israelies kill guerrillas**

TEL AVIV (UPI) - Israel reported its troops killed two Palestinian guerrillas who tried to infiltrate across the western end of the Lebanese frontier in an attempt to attack Israeli settlements last night.

An Israeli military source says it was possible the guerrillas had been in Israel when they were spotted in the light of a full moon and were shot to death.

Israel has a chain-link fence running the length of the 64-mile hilly frontier with Lebanon. It has installed sensing devices and floodlights along side coils of barbed wire to keep the guerrillas out.

The Israeli military command says the guerrillas tried to cross the frontier on the night of a meeting of Hanita and Zarit, six miles east. Both are just below the frontier town of Wafalhadi in Lebanon.

Hanita is about 10 miles north of Ma'alot, where four guerrillas were killed May 11. The guerrillas died in the attack.

Yesterday's incident was the first of its kind since Israeli troops stormed an apartment house June 250 and killed three guerrillas after the Arabs had shot three persons to death.
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Stickmen hopeful in '74
by George Eches

Coming off a discouraging 1974 season the Lacrosse Club is preparing earnestly for the 1975 edition with fall workouts that culminate in exhibition tilt with Georgia Tech on Oct. 11. While the team has also changed coaches — John Corcoran is in his second year as head coach — along with co-captains Bob Kissel and Rich Caron, this year's Irish rugby team is aggressive and hungry.

McNeil named to new post

Notre Dame Athletic Director Edward (Mouse) Krause has announced the appointment of Assistant Hockey Coach Tim McNeil to the position of assistant to Baseball Coach Jake Kline. McNeil is expected to work with the varsity baseball squad during the fall season until hockey begins.

Football

Offense, kicking spark Irish 'O'

by Bill Dzenawy

Coach Ara Parseghian brought his Irish football team into the stadium Saturday in what was to be the last full scrimmage before next Monday night's opener with Georgia Tech. Before it was over, the offense had a 54-7 "victory."

In a scrimmage characterized by long sustained drives, quarterback Tom Clements took the first team 60 yards in just over five minutes on its first series of downs. Wayne Birkett and Al Stock continued their consistent play while line-backing crew of Greg Collins, Drew Mahalic and Barry Spencer sparked an effort which limited the second and third team offenses to only two first downs. The area of critical concern to Parseghian was highlighted by the spirited play of Rudy Harrison, the free safety. "Randy is coming along very well," commented Parseghian. "Although he's young and inexperienced, he's making up for it in his desire to learn and play. Randy is getting the experience he needs day by day, and he will really help us."

Other highlights of this final scrimmage included Tony Novakow's block of Tom Lopien's punt for a safety. An interception by Drew Schott on a Gary Forgats pass resulted for the only points the defense could manage. Dave Reeves connected on both of his extra point kicks, and his kickoffs were consistently well-placed. This pleased Parseghian who had been concerned with the kicking game, but who has considerably improved since last spring, when we were completely decimated by graduation. We now have a capable snapper in Andre Rohan (replacing Joe Alvarado), who just went out and won the job. Tony Brantley's punting has been very consistent, and Reeves's improvement in just the defensive team, and also the offensive backfield. With this scrimmage, I feel that we have completed to a certain degree the first two, but we still need work on the third. If everything falls into place by Saturday, we should make a fine showing on Monday night."

Sunshine Promotions Presents
Van Morrison
and Special Guest
Dave Loggins

Saturday Sept. 15 7:30 P.M.

NOTE DAME Athletic and Convocation Center
Ticket Prices: TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT
Blondes .................................. $5.00
Lower Area .................................. $6.00
Lawn ..................................... $5.00
Platform .................................. $5.00
Floor Seats .................................. $5.00
